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Summary 
 
Jenny Zavatsky was born in March 1932 in Lodz, Poland where her father owned a metal factory 
until he was drafted into Polish army and then sent to a POW camp when Poland was defeated. 
She discusses how in August 1939 the Germans came and ordered her family (Jenny, her 
parents, older brother and sister) out of their home to the ghetto where her father worked in 
the ammunition factory; her older brother Mayer (sp?) dying of typhoid at 18 years old; 
liquidation of the Lodz ghetto in 1944 and being transported by train to Auschwitz (although 
they were told they were going to a metal factory in Dresden); her family able to stay together 
with other metal worker families; leaving Auschwitz after 3 days and transported by cattle car 
to Stutthof for 3 months; finally arriving at the metal factory in Dresden where the metal 
worker families stayed together living on the 2 floors above the factory and having more food 
and better living conditions. Jenny worked with her mother and sister Lola counting bullets; her 
father dying at 41 years old in Dec. 1944; the British bombing Dresden and destroying the 
factory although no one was killed; families now being kept in a building next to the factory and 
living conditions deteriorating again; her sister dying in April 1945 right before the end of the 
war; being marched to another camp walking 30 miles/day; being separated from her mother 
on the march and finding her again with the help of the Red Cross; deciding not to go back to 
Lodz since no family left and settling in Prague for 3 months and then to a DPC in Landsberg 
Germany; becoming involved in Zionist organization and hoping to get to Israel; staying in 
Landsberg for 3 years and her mother remarrying and then all of them deciding to come to the 
United States. Jenny talks about being sponsored by the United Jewish Welfare Organization 
who sent her to Iowa in 1948 traveling by ship; her mom and stepfather following 3 months 
later; being put into 11th grade in high school and meeting a girl who’s brother she would 
eventually marry; moving in 1960 to Long Beach, CA and going back to school to finish high 
school and then a nursing program; her mother and stepfather following her to CA a year later; 
her stepfather dying at age 90; discusses having 3 children and five grandchildren. 
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